
SAP2000 for Standalone Concrete Column and Beam Design 



If you own any current version of SAP2000, you already have all the capabilities described in this document. If you don’t want to tie 

up an expensive advanced of SAP2000 doing standalone column and beam design, you can purchase a basic level of SAP2000 

for just $2,000 (not including multiple copy discount) with just $350/yr annual maintenance and support. In addition to rectangular 

and circular concrete columns, SAP2000 section designer (SD) can handle irregular shape columns, composite columns and offers 

special options for concrete octagon and hexagon sections. Right-click to modify dimensions and/or reinforcement within SD. 

Latest ACI 318 design code with older ACI codes available, and 11 international concrete design codes included. 
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Although originally developed for Caltrans, the octagon and hexagon SD design shapes have widespread applicability to a 

number of industries 



Each concrete section automatically generates a code specific P-M-M interaction surface within the SD which can be used 

for design. You can define a section and obtain a P-M-M interaction surface like this in less than a minute with SAP2000 SD. 



Moment curvature analysis in SD is a method to accurately determine the load-deformation 

behavior of a concrete section using nonlinear material stress-strain relationships. Properties automatically 

generated within SD 



Uniform Distributed 
Option to use spring 

supports in lieu of 

restraints 

Assign or import joint loads, uniform distributed load, trapezoidal distributed load, multiple of gravity in any direction, and/or 

imposed displacement loading. Easily assign reduction factors to EI for cracking. Option to analyze with nonlinear P-Delta in 

lieu of manually determining K-factors as allowed by ACI and other design codes. Create more detailed 2D or 3D models if 

there are concerns about beam/column stiffness assumptions. 

Reduced EI for cracking  

Trapezoidal distributed 

Create 2D or 

3d models if 

needed 



Factored load combinations automatically generated per design code, or 

users can define or import their own load combinations 

Interactive design enables users to change 

sections or design parameters and 

instantaneously view changed design results 

Loads can be assigned graphically, through spreadsheets 

within SAP2000, or imported from Excel  



Design required reinforcement with shear design checks.  



Graphically display calculated longitudinal reinforcing, rebar 

percentage, shear reinforcing,  or torsion reinforcing with moment 

diagrams. Output reports have automatic link to Excel 



Utilize frame insertion points to automatically consider offset-from-centerline moments cranked into the lower column when a 

smaller column above is aligned to the same face as the larger column below. In addition to concrete design, the SD can be 

used to generate properties for built-up steel sections. Limited steel design is also available for built-up steel sections 

Elevation view of 14”x14” column above 20”x20” aligned to the same face 

Built-up steel shapes 



Multiple columns and beams designed in one shot with SAP2000. Right click columns to view P-M-M interaction surface as shown 

below 



Integration with SAFE for foundation 

design: To prepare the model for export 

to SAFE, delete supports, then define a 

new section for pedestals, select base 

joints, then extrude points to lines the 

distance from top of pedestal to slab 

centerline in order to model the 

pedestals at the base as shown. The 

benefit of modeling the pedestals is that 

it saves the user from manually 

calculating moments for each lateral 

load case to account for pedestal height 

distance to basemat or footing 

centerline 

Pedestal section 



It’s optional to model the basemat 

before exporting to SAFE 

Graphically display imported loads from SAP2000 in SAFE 

Ready for design of basemat foundation  



Following 6 slides from SAP2000 ACI 318 design manual 












